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ABSTRACT
We propose AI-Lyricist: a system to generate novel yet meaningful lyrics given a required vocabulary and a MIDI file as inputs. This task involves multiple challenges, including automatically identifying the melody and extracting a syllable template from multi-channel music, generating creative lyrics that match the input music’s style and syllable alignment, and satisfying vocabulary constraints. To address these challenges, we propose an automatic lyrics generation system consisting of four modules: (1) A music structure analyzer to derive the musical structure and syllable template from a given MIDI file, utilizing the concept of expected syllable number to better identify the melody, (2) a SeqGAN-based lyrics generator optimized by multi-adversarial training through policy gradients with twin discriminators for text quality and syllable alignment, (3) a deep coupled music–lyrics embedding model to project music and lyrics into a joint space to allow fair comparison of both melody and lyric constraints, and a module called (4) Polisher, to satisfy vocabulary constraints by applying a mask to the generator and substituting the words to be learned. We trained our model on a dataset of over 7,000 music–lyrics pairs, enhanced with manually annotated labels in terms of theme, sentiment and genre. Both objective and subjective evaluations show AI-Lyricist’s superior performance against the state-of-the-art for the proposed tasks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent work in psychology and neuroscience has shown that language learners benefit from singing songs with suitable lyrics [2-9]. However, the number of existing songs is limited. Those with lyrics suitable for language learning are more limited as lyrics are typically written on a restricted set of topics (e.g., love), thus lacking diversity. As a result, most existing lyrics have limited value for language learning. Furthermore, songs with suitable lyrics may not match users’ music preferences, while songs that users like might not have lyrics matching their corresponding linguistic ability and learning objectives. This has motivated us to solve a novel and challenging research problem, formulated as generating novel yet meaningful lyrics given the required vocabulary and a MIDI file, which reflects the user’s preference as input.

We investigate the problem of generating music and vocabulary constrained lyrics. We aim to generate lyrics based on a piece of music in MIDI format, a small set of keywords (e.g., 5 words) that the lyrics must contain, and language proficiency level (which corresponds to which vocabulary set to choose from for the lyrics). We propose a framework, AI-Lyricist, to generate lyrics that (1) are aligned appropriately to the melody, (2) are relevant to the music in style, (3) are semantically meaningful, (4) include all the given keywords, and (5) only include words in the given vocabulary set (e.g., the most frequently used 3000 words). The architecture of AI-Lyricist is depicted in Figure 1. For simplicity, this paper focuses on English, but the framework can be easily generalized to other languages with corresponding datasets.

We face multiple challenges when generating lyrics for language learning. First, in addition to general requirement of lyrics to be coherent, meaningful, and creative, our generated lyrics are also constrained by vocabulary and grammatical correctness. Second, as a cross-modal problem, the generated lyrics should be relevant to the music in terms of style, and more significantly, precisely aligned to the rhythmic pattern of the melody. Third, to leverage the style information contained in the accompaniments of music, also, to overcome the limitation of input data type in practical applications, we accommodate multi-channel music as input. Therefore, it is necessary yet difficult to automatically analyze the structure of the input music, including melody channel identification, melody phrase partition, repeated phrase detection and syllable template extraction.

To address the above challenges, first, we enhance a paired music–lyrics dataset, adding stylistic labels (theme, sentiment and genre) by human annotations. We adapt the concept of cross-modal feature projection from poetry generation field [25] and learn a deep coupled music–lyrics embedding model from the enhanced dataset with gated-CNN (Convolutional neural network) [22] stylistic features of music and BERT [23] features of paired
lyrics. Second, we tackle the four above-mentioned sub-tasks in the automatic analysis of multi-channel music: We utilize the “expected syllable number” of a song to improve the accuracy of melody identification. We partition the melody into phrases and detect repeated sections according to pauses and rhythmic patterns of melody. We also arrange a syllable template for each phrase. Third, we propose a Sequence Generative Adversarial Networks (SeqGAN) based lyrics generation system that ensures the relevance and syllable alignment to the music. We apply a bidirectional Long Short-Term Memory RNN (Bi-LSTM Recurrent Neural Networks) as the generator with multi-adversarial training optimized through policy gradient; two discriminators judge the generated lyrics and give feedback regarding syllable alignment and text quality. Such an architecture brings advantages of avoiding the exposure bias problem and the lack of standard loss in creative long text generation tasks. Specially, in the generator, we condition the input tokens with an additional feature domain of syllable planning, so that the generator can learn the syllable numbers of words and plan the subsequent syllable arrangement on its own.

To make the system useful for language learning, we propose to constrain the lyrics generation with a module called Polisher: To match a user’s language level, it exerts a mask on the generator to restrict the selectable words; to achieve a user’s learning objectives, it uses new words (i.e. the words to learn) to displace the most similar words in the generated lyrics; to strengthen the impression of new words, the polisher repeats the lyrics in repeated sections; and finally, it corrects possible grammatical errors in the lyrics before publication.

We conducted experiments on an independent paired music–lyrics dataset to generate lyrics from the whole music. The results of the objective evaluation show that our proposed system achieves a desired balance between translative quality, information density, novelty and cross-modal relevance. In the subjective evaluation, our user study shows that our proposed

Figure 1: The architecture of proposed automatic lyrics generation system. The generation is executed through the four sub-modules in sequence: a. Music Structure Analyzer, extracting syllable and music structure information from input MIDI; b. A SeqGAN based lyrics generator; c. Deep coupled music-lyrics embedding model, selecting best match for the input MIDI in style from a batch of generated lyrics candidates; and d. Polisher, incorporating personalized constraints regarding language learning.
The main contributions of this paper are three-folded:

- We propose to generate lyrics from multi-channel music. This is the first attempt to generate lyrics that match both the style and syllable pattern of given music, overcoming the limitation of input types.
- We adopt the concept of deep coupled embeddings from cross-modal tasks to lyrics generation and further propose to incorporate it into a SeqGAN based lyrics generating model where two discriminators are applied to give feedback regarding syllable alignment and text quality, which enables computers to write lyrics in a human-like manner.
- We propose the Polisher module to constrain lyrics generation with mandatory keywords and a vocabulary set. We thus create AI-lyricist, the first personalized lyrics generation system. We thus create AI-lyricist, the first personalized lyrics generation system for language learning which accommodates to a user’s language level, learning objectives and music preference.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 delves into previous work on lyrics generation and poetry generation. Section 3 details the framework design of AI-Lyricist, detailing its four-module design. Section 4 presents the experimental settings and results. Sections 5 and 6 discuss future work and concludes the paper, respectively.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Lyrics Generation

Early studies in automatic lyrics generation (ALG) are largely based on template filling and randomized algorithms [10, 11, 24, 26]. In one study, words are randomly picked to fill a line length template [10] while another applies Dijkstra’s algorithm on a word graph, searching for a sentence to match a given syllable template [11]. Tri-gram interpolation is utilized to generate lyric sentence in [24], continuously predicting the next word from the previous two. Tria-la-Lyrics 2.0 generates lyrics with a list of heuristic rules based on analysis of the relationship between lyrics, melodies, syllables and beats [26]. Some subsequent studies have investigated the impact of Markov Models on improving the stylistic and topic coherence of lyrics generation [14, 27]. Although the results of early work lack coherence and meaningfulness, the ideas of word-picking and template use have been extended in later studies.

With the rapid development of deep learning, RNNs have become a mainstay in ALG. Several studies employ different types of RNNs to generate lyrics either predicting the next sentence [13] or next words [12, 15, 16, 28]. Taking this one step further, some studies seek to improve the quality of generated lyrics by incorporating keywords [18, 29], content [30], syllable structure [19, 20], visual features of music’s frequency spectrum [31], or existing lyrics [32] as conditions. SeqGAN is also utilized to generate rewritten versions of the original lyrics [33]. Recently, the huge GPT2 model is used in an interactive lyrics generation system [35]. Some researchers have realized the significance of whole song generation, recombining new lyrics as the condition of melody generation [34]. Their new attempts are novel, however different from the procedure of human songwriting.

To the best of our knowledge, few studies have considered the tight coupling between the music and lyrics. Furthermore, none of the existing ALG systems included application-oriented constraints (i.e., keywords and proficiency-adapted vocabulary set) that are crucial for language learning applications.

2.2 Poetry Generation

Although there are differences between lyrics and poetry [43], poetry generation methods provide insights into ALG tasks. Template and grammar-based approaches [44-46], generative summarization under constrained optimizations [47], and statistical machine translation models [48, 49] are more commonly seen in conventional methods. Specifically, studies apply grammatical and semantic templates in poetry generation [45, 46]. Yan et al. propose a method based on summarization techniques for poem generation, retrieving candidate sentences from a large corpus of poems based on user queries, then cluster and summarize the constituent terms into poetry lines [47]. Other studies treat this problem as a statistical machine translation problem where each line is treated as a translation of the previous line [48, 49].

Similarly, deep learning approaches in poetry generation have attained promising results. RNNs are thus widely applied to generate poems that are indistinguishable from those written by human poets [50-62]. For example, unsupervised learning has been used to estimate the stress patterns of words in a poetry corpus, with a finite-state network also used to generate short English love poems [50]. Several RNNs/LSTM based methods write Chinese poems [51-59], where these methods take fluency, rhythm [51], iambic meter [53], style [54], keywords [55], creativity [56] and human interaction [55, 61] into account. A recent study solves the cross-modal problem of generating poetry from a given image [25].

3 APPROACH

This paper delves into automatic lyrics generation from multi-channel music with keywords and vocabulary constraints. We dissect the goal into four sub-tasks and propose a system comprised of four modules to correspondingly fulfill each task: (1) A music structure analyzer which identifies melody from the input MIDI file, extracts the syllable template and detects repeated sections as music structure. (2) A lyrics generator with two discriminators to generate a group of draft lyrics candidates that match the extracted syllable template. For this purpose, the lyrics generation is conducted in a multi-adversarial procedure and optimized through policy gradient. The generator-as-agent iteratively determines the next word selection action, following the policy defined by its parameters. After generating sample lyrics, it observes rewards provided by two discriminative networks, which judge the syllable alignment and text quality of the samples. (3) A deep coupled music-lyrics embedding model which retrieves the best match of the generated draft lyrics candidates, maximizing the cosine similarity of their embedded features. (4) The Polisher which finally imposes keywords and vocabulary constraints to the generated lyrics and also applies the extracted music structure.

3.1 Music Structure Analyzer

Taking multi-channel music as input is a must because the theme, sentiment and genre of music are usually reflected by the accompaniment, such as chord and bass. Another justification for
accommodating multi-channel music is that it is not practical for language learning applications to restrict the user’s input.

Thus, the main function of the music structure analyzer is to extract the syllable template as well as the music structure (e.g., ABABC) from the input music. To accommodate multi-channel whole music, melody identification is the first step. Although identifying the melody channel from MIDI file remains an open question, we take a shortcut for pop songs by introducing the concept of “expected syllable number” of a song. When the total syllables are too many, it is difficult for the singer to catch up with the melody, especially when the tempo is fast. Similarly, if there are too few syllables, at least one syllable will span multiple notes and will be difficult to sing out. According to the statistics of pop songs, the feasible range of expected syllable number (ES) can be represented by a function of tempo (tm) and song duration (sd):

\[ ES \in \left[ \frac{1.7 \times \text{tm}(\text{bpm})}{60}, \frac{2.3 \times \text{tm}(\text{bpm})}{60} \right] \]  

(1)

Specifically, we select a channel as the melody based on a weighted rating function, considering factors including the highest mean pitch \( f_\text{m} \), highest entropy \( f_\text{e} \), highest note-on rate \( f_\text{r} \), lowest overlapped note-on rate \( f_\text{o} \) and smallest distance to the expected syllable number range \( f_\text{d} \), where \( w_\text{i} \) denotes the weight of the corresponding rating factor.

\[ \arg \max_i w_i f_i(\text{track}_i) \]  

(2)

![Figure 2: Extraction of the music structure and syllable template.](image)

The extracted melody is partitioned into phrases by rests longer than a quaver (i.e., eighth note); then a sliding window is applied to detect the longest repeated phrases as repeated sections and recursively dives into each section until reaching a given granularity. For example, in Figure 2, the red boxes are two repeated sections while the blue boxes within are two smaller repeated sections. The numbers of notes in each phrase together form a syllable template of the song. For simplicity, we assume that every syllable in a song’s lyrics corresponds to one note of that song’s melody. The syllable template and music structure are output as a list of syllable numbers and a list of bi-gram tuples that indicate the start points and lengths of repeated sections.

3.2 Lyrics Generator and Discriminators

3.2.1 Lyrics generator as an agent. A syllable-conditioned bidirectional LSTM-RNN lyrics generator functions as an agent. Instead of an encoder–decoder structure that decodes the music encoding to lyrics, the generator generates lyrics from scratch for two reasons: First, the encoder–decoder structure might limit the creativity of the lyrics generator. As a creative generation task, there is no one-to-one match for music and lyrics. A piece of music can be filled with different lyrics, which might all create excellent works. Second, for lyrics, text quality is more important than the stylistic relevance, so eliminating music decoding allows the generator to be trained on a larger lyrics dataset and thus improves the text quality of generated lyrics. Later we compare the performance of the proposed model with that of an encoder–decoder structure and show the superiority of our approach.

As discussed in [25], we utilize a non-hierarchical RNN rather than a hierarchical language model that is applied in many lyrics generation models. This is because there are relatively few words in lyrics and the hierarchy between lyric lines is less consistent. Instead, we regard <EOS> (end of sentence) as a word in the vocabulary.

A bidirectional LSTM-RNN is used in pre-training while only the forward portion is used in adversarial training. A bidirectional structure is more capable of predicting the syllable distribution of words since at any time step, it holds the accumulated syllable information of both previous and subsequent contents. During the pre-training phase, the generator is trained to predict the next token given a word sequence. If \( \theta \) denotes the parameters of the generator, the optimization target is to learn \( \theta \) by maximizing the likelihood of the observed sample \( Y = y_{1:T} \in \mathbb{Y}^* \) where \( T \) is the maximal length of lyrics and \( \mathbb{Y}^* \) is the space of all possible lyrics. The target in pre-training is as following, where \( c \) denotes the hidden states:

\[ \arg \max_{\theta} \left( \prod_{t=1}^{T} p_\theta(y_t|y_{1:t-1}, c) + \prod_{t=T+1}^{T+c} p_\theta(y_t|y_{T+1:T+c}) \right) \]  

(3)

When it comes to the adversarial training phase, \( \theta \) is served as a policy. The target is to maximize \( E(R_T|\theta) \), the expected total rewards of the whole generated lyrics given by the discriminators at time \( T \):

\[ J(\theta) = E(R_T|\theta) = E \sum_{t=1}^{T} r(t|\theta) \]  

(4)

With this strategy, however, the rewards can only be observed when a set of complete lyrics is generated. To provide immediate reward for intermediate results at any time step \( t \), a Monte-Carlo sampling strategy is applied with a rollout policy to sample remaining words from time step \( t \) to \( T \). Therefore, an approximated expected gradient with a single sample can be finally expressed as:

\[ v_\theta(J(\theta)) = \sum_{t=1}^{T} v_\theta \log p_\theta(y_t|y_{1:t-1}) \sum_{t=1}^{T} r(t|\theta) \]  

(5)

![Figure 3: Condition of syllable planning in Bi-LSTM generator.](image)
bidirectional structure enhances the effects of syllable planning because at any time step t, the generator holds the states of both forward and backward passes.

As shown in Figure 3, the input word is conditioned with attention on the expected syllable of the remaining words, and the generator is asked to predict the expected syllable number after picking the word at time step t. The optimization target is as follows:

$$\arg\max_{\theta} (\prod_{t=1}^{\tau} p_{\theta}(s_t|s_{t-1}, s') + \prod_{t=\tau}^{T} p_{\theta}(s_t|s_{t+1}, s'))$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$

where $s_t$ denotes the expected remaining syllable number of the current line at time step t. Also, the intermediate result of syllable planning prediction is shared with word prediction as the syllable condition (the red arrows in Figure 3).

3.2.2 Discriminators as Rewards. The proposed discriminators inspect two of the qualities in lyrics generation from multi-channel music: (1) the syllable alignment between lyrics and melody, and (2) the text quality. This means the lyrics should align with music: (1) the syllable alignment between lyrics and melody, and (2) the text quality. These two discriminators guide the melody, and (2) the text quality discriminator guide the generator by providing their judgment as rewards.

**Syllable Alignment Discriminator.** This discriminator’s goal is to judge whether the input lyrics match the given syllable template. A discriminative network classifies an input pair of [lyrics, syllable template] into three classes: “matched” as positive samples, “unmatched” and “generated” as negative samples. In training, the matched samples come from the ground-truth; the unmatched samples come from randomly paired lyrics and syllable templates, and the generated samples come from the outputs of the generator. To avoid the bias of imbalanced data, the sample numbers of the three different classes are held constant.

A lyrics sample $Y$ and a syllable template $S$ are fed into a bidirectional LSTM-RNN connected with a fully connected layer. Then a softmax layer calculates the probability of being classified as the three classes.

$$C_s = \text{softmax}(W_s \ast \text{BiLSTM}_y(Y, S) + b_s)$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)$$

where $W_s, y$ and $b_s$ are parameters to be learned and $C_s$ denotes the probability of the sample falling into the three classes.

**Text Quality Discriminator.** Similarly, another Bi-LSTM based discriminator is trained to judge the text quality of a lyrics sample, classifying an input lyrics sample into three classes: qualified as positive example while generated and disqualified as negative examples. Qualified samples come from ground truth; generated samples are from the generator; and disordered samples are generated either by randomly exchanging some words of a ground-truth lyrics, or stitching word segments of several ground-truth lyrics together. The procedure is expressed by:

$$C_q = \text{softmax}(W_q \ast \text{BiLSTM}_y(Y) + b_q)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)$$

where $W_q, \eta$ and $b_q$ are parameters to be learned, and $C_q$ is the probability of the sample falling into the three classes.

**Overall Rewards.** The overall rewards $R(Y, S)$ that the generator observes is a linear combination of the probability that a given pair of lyrics and syllable template; i.e., $(Y, S)$ is classified as a positive sample by the two discriminators, whose significance is controlled by a parameter $\lambda$ (summing to 1):

$$R(Y, S) = \lambda \cdot C_s(c = \text{matched}(Y, S)) + (1 - \lambda) \cdot C_q(c = \text{qualified}(Y))$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)$$

3.2.3 Multi-Adversarial Training. The target of multi-adversarial training of a single generator and a single discriminator can be expressed as a minimax optimization process:

$$\min_{G} \max_{D} V(G, D) = E_{x\sim p_{\text{data}}(x)}[\log D(x)] + E_{z\sim p_{\rho}(z)}[\log (1 - D(G(z)))]$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)$$

Further, in multi-adversarial training with several discriminators, the optimization objective of the generator can be rewritten as:

$$\min_{G} \max_{D} V(V(D_1, G), ..., V(D_n, G))$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)$$

where $F$ is the linear combination function defined in (9) and $n$ equals 2 for this system. Hence, the generator is optimized to gain the largest overall reward by generated samples that both discriminators judge as positive samples; and the two discriminators are optimized in parallel to distinguish positive and negative samples.

![Image](image386x396 to 438x479)

Figure 4: Zig-zag encoding strategy of multi-channel music. $N_C$ and $N_T$ explicitly indicate the next channel and next time step.

3.3 Deep Coupled Music–lyrics Embedding

Inspired by the effectiveness of the deep coupled embedding model in poetry generation [25], we adapt this idea to lyrics generation from music. A successful song usually includes music and lyrics that complement each other. For example, words with many syllables are more common in soothing songs while compact syllabled words match the fast-tempo music better [63, 64]. Also, in country songs, the lyrics are often more narrative and story-driven than in other genres while dance music can contain meaningless repeating staccatos. With the assumption that paired music and lyrics share perceptive connotation so that they can be projected into a learnable cross-modal embedding space, a deep coupled music–lyrics embedding model allows us to calculate the relevance of a pair of music and lyrics by the cosine similarity of their projected feature vector in the embedding space.

To train such a deep coupled music–lyrics embedding model, we collect a paired music–lyrics dataset with lyrics from the dataset published in [36] and their corresponding MIDI files in the LMD dataset [65]. We further enhance the collected music–lyrics dataset by annotating the songs with stylistic labels, namely theme, sentiment and genres. As shown in Figure 4, we encode multi-channel music by scanning notes of all channels in a zig-zag fashion [40], explicitly indicating the channel shift and time step.
Three gated-CNN based multi-class classifiers are trained on the three datasets (i.e., theme, sentiment, and genre) independently, optimized by the cross-entropy loss shown in (12), where $N$ denotes the number of classes, $y_c$ is 1 when the sample is of class $c$, otherwise 0, and $p_c$ denotes the predicted probability of the sample belonging to class $c$.

$$
Loss = -\sum_{c=1}^{N} y_c \log(p_c) \quad (12)
$$

We leverage gated-CNN models instead of traditional LSTM to speed up the training because the encoding can be immensely long when the music consists of many channels.

Then we concatenate the deep features of the penultimate fully-connected layer of the three gated-CNN models to be an $M (M = D \times 3)$-dimension feature vector $o \in \mathbb{R}^M$ as the input of the music for the music–lyrics embedding. The output of the music embedding $\mu \in \mathbb{R}^K$ is a linear transformation of the feature vector $o$:

$$
\mu = W_\mu \cdot o + b_\mu \in \mathbb{R}^K \quad (13)
$$

where $W_\mu \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times M}$ and $b_\mu \in \mathbb{R}^K$ are parameters to be learned.

For the lyrics, we extract the BERT features for each lyrics sample in the enhanced music–lyrics paired dataset to be an $L$-dimension feature vector $q \in \mathbb{R}^L$ as the input of the lyrics for the music–lyrics embedding. Similarly, the output of the lyrics embedding $\nu \in \mathbb{R}^K$ is calculated by:

$$
\nu = W_\nu \cdot q + b_\nu \in \mathbb{R}^K \quad (14)
$$

where $W_\nu \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times L}$ and $b_\nu \in \mathbb{R}^K$ are parameters to be learned.

Finally, the paired music and lyrics are projected to the same embedding space by minimizing a pairwise margin ranking loss with cosine similarity:

$$
Loss = \sum \mu \sum \nu \max(0, m - \mu \cdot \nu + \mu \cdot \nu) + \sum \nu \max(0, m - \nu \cdot \mu + \nu \cdot \mu) \quad (15)
$$

where $\mu_n$ and $\nu_n$ are embeddings of unpaired contrastive music and lyrics samples, and $m$ is the contrastive margin.

In the entertainment industry, music producers usually recruit several lyricists to write several versions of lyrics for one piece of music, then select the best version as the final draft [66]. In the lyrics generation process (compared to the training process), the deep coupled music–lyrics embedding model imitates this convention by selecting the candidate lyrics most relevant to the input music from a batch of generated candidates, improving the creativity and stylistic relevance.

### 3.4 Polisher: Application-Oriented Constraints
#### Applier for Language Learning
On top of the draft lyrics, we propose Polisher to apply constraints regarding language learning requirements to the generated lyrics. Given a vocabulary set reflecting the user’s mastered words, Polisher will create a mask as an extra condition of the lyrics generator. The probabilities of selectable words will be re-generalized while the probabilities of other words beyond the vocabulary are set to 0. Given keywords as the user’s learning objectives, a Word2Vec embedding model is trained on Wikipedia corpus and substitutes the semantically closest words in the draft lyrics with given keywords.

Since repeated practice of listening and reading is crucial for language learning, the Polisher copies the exactly same lyrics to its repeated segments, according to the extracted music structure. This strengthens the impression of the words to learn. For example, for music with a structure of ABACAD, the lyrics are repeated in all A-type segments. Finally, a grammar corrector model corrects possible grammatic errors. A full example of lyrics generation procedures is shown in Figure 1.

Besides assisting language learners, Polisher provides an interactive lyric writing mode for language teachers, allowing them to supervise the lyrics generation. In each round, the lyrics generator will provide a batch of generated next sentence candidates; and the language teacher can pick the best one as the next line; this process will repeat until the full lyrics is completed. Under human supervision, the generated lyrics further improve in global coherence and fluency.

### 4 EXPERIMENT
#### 4.1 Datasets
For the training of the lyrics generator and deep coupled music–lyrics model, we collect three datasets: LMD-Paired-Music-Lyrics dataset (LPM-Lyrics), a paired music–lyrics dataset, Reddit-Paired-Music-Lyrics dataset (RPM-Lyrics) and a collected large lyrics corpus without the corresponding music, named Large-Lyrics dataset (L-Lyrics).

The IPM-Lyrics Dataset and RPM-Lyrics consist of the lyrics published in [36] and their corresponding MIDI files retrieved from original LMD and Reddit datasets. The L-Lyrics consist of a larger number of pop song lyrics, which is also used as the word corpus for the generator. Further, we enhance LPM-Lyrics and RPM-Lyrics by manually annotating each song with stylistic labels of three aspects, namely theme (of 11 classes), sentiment (of 6 classes) and genre (of 18 classes); and we append the syllable planning template to each lyrics sample in all three datasets with automatic syllable analysis tool in NLTK (Natural Language Toolkit) [37].

#### Table 1. Facts about three datasets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th># Lyrics</th>
<th># MIDI</th>
<th># Lines/lyrics</th>
<th># Word/line</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LPM-Lyrics</td>
<td>7,211</td>
<td>7,211</td>
<td>90.2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RPM-Lyrics</td>
<td>3,977</td>
<td>3,977</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-Lyrics</td>
<td>140,435</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>51.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Details about the three datasets are listed in Table 1. The L-Lyrics dataset is used to pre-train the lyrics generator and the LPM-Lyrics dataset is used to train the deep coupled music–lyrics embedding model as well as to fine-tune the music conditioned lyrics generator for some compared methods. To ensure the validity of the evaluation, RPM-Lyrics is used as an independent test set in both objective and subjective evaluations.

#### 4.2 Compared Methods
Most of studies on ALG generate lyrics from textual clues or melody. As far as we know, there are few studies on ALG from whole music, let alone for practical applications like language learning. Thus, to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system on this task, we select three baseline models: two classical...
models of Seq2Seq tasks, namely a machine translation model (MT) and an encoder–decoder model (ED), and SeqGAN. These models are the state-of-the-art considering their success on text generation tasks. We compare the baseline models with two proposed systems with different configurations: one generating lyrics by decoding the deep coupled embedding of input music (Pre-Embedding Music to Lyrics with Both discriminators, PRE-M2L-B) and the other, our final released system, generating lyrics from scratch (Post-Embedding Music to Lyrics with Both discriminators, POST-M2L-B). For ablation study, we also include the performance of POST-M2L (without syllable-awareness), POST-M2L-S (with only syllable discriminator) and POST-M2L-T (with only text-quality discriminator) for comparison.

4.3 Objective Evaluation

Measuring the quality of lyrics is a complicated task because the requirements come from different aspects, especially when the lyrics serve as materials for language learning. We propose to apply five objective metrics to investigate the performance of our proposed system: Novelty, Informative Density, Relevance, BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [42], and Application-oriented Satisfaction. An average of generalized values of the five metrics is regarded as the overall quality. The objective evaluation is conducted on the independent RPM-Lyrics dataset.

Novelty. Novelty is a crucial metric for creative text generation tasks to avoid the generator cheating the discriminators by simply repeating common words/phrases in the corpus. We adopt the bi-gram and tri-gram novelty [38] to evaluate how likely the generator will choose infrequent phrases in the corpus. We count the occurrence of n-grams in the training dataset (L-Lyrics) and take the top 2,000 ones as frequent phrases.

\[
\text{Novelty} = n = \frac{m_{n,\text{f}}}{m_{n}}
\]

where \(n\) denotes either bi-gram or tri-gram, while \(m_{n,\text{f}}\) and \(m_{n}\) denote the number of infrequent n-gram phrases and the number of total n-gram phrases in all the generated lyrics respectively.

Informative Density. Informativeness is an important indicator of creativity which measures the unique n-gram phrases the model uses. We utilize Dist-2 and Dist-3 as proposed in [39] to evaluate the informative diversity of the generated lyrics. It is calculated as:

\[
\text{Dist} = n = \frac{m_{n,\text{u}}}{m_{n}}
\]

where \(n\) denotes either bi-gram or tri-gram, while \(m_{n,\text{u}}\) and \(m_{n}\) denote the number of unique n-gram phrases and the number of total n-gram phrases in all the generated lyrics respectively.

Relevance. Since one piece of music can correspond to several versions of lyrics, referring to the strategy in [25], we utilize the cosine similarity between the deep coupled embedding of the music and that of the generated lyrics as their relevance score, rather than the text similarity between the generated lyrics with ground-truth.

BLEU. We believe BLEU can partly indicate the local text-quality, although it might not be particularly persuasive for evaluating creative text generation tasks since it evaluates how likely the generated result is the translation of the ground-truth.

Application-oriented Satisfaction. This is a binary YES/NO metric. Although not counted in the quantitative final overall quality. It measures the models’ usability of whether the model can generate lyrics under given constraints of keywords and a vocabulary set.

4.4 Subjective Evaluation

To a certain extent, subjective evaluation is more significant and better examines the performance of the lyrics generation model because as a subjective creation task, there is so far not a perfectly suitable metric to evaluate how “good” the lyrics writing is in a quantifiable and describable manner. Therefore, we conduct a subjective evaluation in Amazon Mechanical Turk with 60 native English speakers. The procedure is as follows:

1. A participant reads the lyrics generated from the same music by the five compared models and rates the lyrics on a 0-5 scale regarding their fluency, coherence, meaningfulness and poetic aesthetics respectively, with 5 being the best.

2. A participant listens to a singing sample synthesized with the music and lyrics generated by the 5 models, and rates the lyrics on a 0-5 scale regarding the syllable alignment to the melody and their relevance respectively.

To filter out the potentially invalid reviews, we record the time points of the operations including playing and stopping each song, and choice making. Also, we deliberately insert badly aligned lyrics to the melody as negative samples.

4.5 Results

The results of both the subjective and objective evaluation are shown in Table 2, and an example generated by our final released system is shown in Figure 5. The results of the subjective evaluation show that our proposed system surpasses the baseline models in all the crucial factors of a good lyrics sample for learning language through singing.

The objective evaluation indicates lyrics generated by our proposed system achieve a desirable balance in the three quantitative text quality metrics and are the most relevant to the input music. The informative density of MT and PRE-M2L-B is low, meaning they often repeat the same words, and lack creativity. Furthermore, the Dist-2 score of the encoder–decoder model is extremely high (0.98), meaning that it is picking words randomly. Furthermore, the novelty scores of SeqGAN are low, likely due to overfitting to confuse the discriminators. Finally, only our proposed two models satisfy the constraints of language learning.

The ablation study shows that the syllable awareness mechanism in generator and the syllable discriminator help syllable alignment while the text-quality discriminator improves the relevance and coherence. Also, compared with the PRE-M2L-B model, the POST-M2L-B model performs better in all measures.

5 DISCUSSION

We compare the effectiveness of two reasonable structures of lyrics generator: one decodes the deep coupled embedding of input music to lyrics, while the other generates lyrics from scratch. In both structures, the best match is selected out of all candidates. We found that a decoder does not improve the relevance between generated lyrics and the given music because in both subjective and objective evaluations, generating lyrics from scratch gives a higher relevance score than decoding embeddings. This finding might be attributed to the relatively
small size of the paired music–lyrics dataset because within the limited data, it is difficult to encode highly abstract information of stylistic relevance and then to decode that information to another modality.

It might be more elegant to utilize an end-to-end architecture, allowing the system to learn everything including the music structure, the keywords and the vocabulary constraints purely from data, thus bypassing the pipeline design and hard-coded rules. However, more subdivided types of datasets and more powerful architecture are needed to tackle such a setting. For example, a paired music–lyrics dataset of children songs and disentanglement of lyrics features to style- and vocabulary-related parts could realize this goal. Considering that the keywords and vocabulary constraints are mandatory requirements of the generated lyrics, we believe the current solution is still a reasonable starting point.

According to the feedback from linguistics, language teachers and song producers, although the generated lyrics is well-aligned to the melody and surprisingly creative, they could be improved in language quality. We notice that while the generated lyrics have strong in-line coherence within each sentence, their global topic coherence can be improved. Although the interactive mode can improve the topic coherence to some extent, exploitation of controlled language generation techniques is of high priority in our future work. Instead of BERT, a non-narrative and non-descriptive text embedding model might fit ALG tasks better in modeling stylistic features.

Automatic analysis of deeper music structure may help the topic transition in lyrics generation as well. A music-structure-aware model may be able to better guide the topic transition of lyrics generation; for example, by learning and extracting hierarchical features of dynamic intensity, finding sub-topics of music sections and the global topic, and so on.

### 6 CONCLUSION

As the first attempt to generate lyrics from multi-channel music for language learning, we propose a SeqGAN based lyrics generator, with a music structure analyzer, which overcomes the limitation of input types; a deep coupled music–lyrics embedding model, which conditions the lyrics generator with stylistic features of the input music; and Polisher, an application-oriented constraints applier to incorporate personalized language learning requirements. Both objective and subjective evaluations indicate the effectiveness of our proposed system to generate lyrics that are meaningful, novel, singable and usable.
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